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Overview for today
In this workshop we’ll review some of the advice given to 
academics about their writing styles, but instead of 
understanding that advice as a set of iron-clad rules, we’ll 
consider how writing style varies depending on the genre 
of document you are writing and the field you write in. 

Should you avoid the passive voice, as Helen Sword 
advocates (“limit your use of be-verbs”), or should you 
adopt passive voice if you are in a field that requires it? 



Genre, journals, and style
Which journals will you submit your 
manuscript to?

Does the journal require articles to be written 
in certain formats/constraints?

What are those constraints: 

● structural (IMRAD)? 
● Reference style (APA, Vancouver)? 
● Titles? 
● Word limits?



Journal-specific requirements
Canadian Journal for the Study of Discourse and Writing



Journal-specific requirements
Digital Studies/Le champ numerique

https://www.digitalstudies.org/about/submissions/

● Requirements are 
extensive--several screens long

● Cover everything from font size 
to style manual (Chicago)

● Note the sub-genres or article 
types

https://www.digitalstudies.org/about/submissions/


Journal-specific requirements
The pdf of requirements 
is 13 pages long



Style
Gender as an element of academic style appears to be 
subsumed by the demands of academic writing style 
(Francis, Robson, & Read 2011)

Audience: “Increasingly, to build a successful academic career 
you must serially impress very small groups of people 
(departmental colleagues, journal and book editors, tenure 
committees). Often, an academic writer is trying to fill a niche. . . 
But when it comes to their academic writing, and to the research 
that underpins it—to the main activities, in other words, of 
academic life—they have no choice but to aim for very small 
targets.” 

Becky Francis, Jocelyn Robson & 
Barbara Read (2001). An Analysis of 
Undergraduate Writing Styles in 
the Context of Gender and 
Achievement, Studies in Higher 
Education, 26:3, 313-326, DOI: 
10.1080/03075070120076282

Joshua Rothman (2014). “Why is 
Academic Writing So Academic?” 
New Yorker February 20.

https://doi.org/10.1080/03075070120076282


Style and career progress

● Full professor

● Several books 
published

● High standing 
in field





44 words in 
that second 
sentence



1991 
article

Harris, R. (1991). Rhetoric of Science. College English, 53(3), 282-307. doi:10.2307/378102





Questions/discussion
How much of style is attributable to the journal?

How much of style comes from the author (gender, career progress)?

How much is a function of sub-genres within the journal (review articles)?

How much comes from the complexity of the subject matter (mathematics)?

How much and/or which components can vary?

How much are disciplinary components (brevity in mathematics articles)?



Problem 1: How should you make a main claim?
In the sample article you brought, does the author use “I” in the introduction 
section? Does the author make a clear main claim such as this one:

In this paper, we build on this new stream of research on when multimodal 
messages might more effectively persuade to theorize how combinations of 
images and words promote certain emotions (Moisander, Hirsto, & Fahy, 2016; 
Zietsma, Toubiana, Voronov, & Roberts, 2018) and aid legitimacy work by more 
effectively capturing attention, making a message more intuitively understandable, 
and promoting (re)evaluation of the legitimacy of a subject or sponsor.

  Lefsrud, L., Graves, H., & Phillips, N. (2019). “Giant Toxic Lakes You Can See from Space” A Theory 
of Multimodal Messages and Emotion in Legitimacy Work. Organization Studies. 
https://doi.org/10.1177/0170840619835575



Problem: Directness
How directly do you want to/should you address the reader of your manuscript?

Direct address: “In this manuscript you will find . . .”

“We would argue that identifying visual–move associations at the micro-rhetorical 
level of argument is essential” (Shahin Moghaddasi, Heather A.B. Graves, Roger Graves, Xavier Gutierrez,)

Indirect address: 

“This article summarizes a research study into the reasons for altruism.”

“The purpose of this paper is to provide research regarding mankind’s altruism.”

https://www.quora.com/Is-it-grammatically-correct-to-say-In-this-article-you-will-find-out-a-research-study-why-we
-are-altruistic

https://www.quora.com/Is-it-grammatically-correct-to-say-In-this-article-you-will-find-out-a-research-study-why-we-are-altruistic
https://www.quora.com/Is-it-grammatically-correct-to-say-In-this-article-you-will-find-out-a-research-study-why-we-are-altruistic


Making claims: the introduction 

Swales and Feak CARS model:

Creating 

A

Research

Space



CARS model
1. Establish a research territory 

(general research area is important).
2. Establish a niche 

(identify a gap in previous research)
3. Occupy the niche 

(state what you are doing; list research questions; 
announce findings; outline the structure of your article)

“These rhetorical studies of visuals in research genres show us that visuals 
sometimes simultaneously generate and argue for new knowledge. Hence, 
we contend that rhetorical and linguistic approaches together can better 
articulate the complex roles that visuals play in disciplines.” 

AKA: the 
main claim



How to write a main claim
Something is true . . .

“This manuscript should be published . . .”

Because of some reason:

“because it contributes significant new knowledge the prevalence and factors 
linked to hyperkalemia in patients with DKA; this new knowledge will in turn lead to 
systematic changes in practices and better care.” (Bertha Wong, Amy Cheng, Catherine Yu, 
Jeannette Goguen)



Claim Link (because) Reason

Challenges 

(How, So what, Why?)

Evidence

(Data, Statistics, Expert opinion, 
Visuals, Other studies, etc. [What 
counts is often discipline-specific])

Claim + stated reason: 
 Nursing programs have an obligation to ensure that nursing 
students are taught how to write well [because] writing is a 
critical skill for nurses.

Explicit arguments



Establish a research territory

Territory here = DKA

Motivate the research/exigency = “feared complication”

Note the emotional appeal: “feared,” “life-threatening,” “derangement”



Establish a niche/gap

Gap

Occupy the niche



Where are you in the text?
Stance: Stating opinions in academic prose

1. Hedges (“may be,” “some,” “often”)
2. Boosters (“are clearly exaggerated,” “without question”)
3. Attitude markers (“It is surprising,” “it is interesting to note”)
4. Self-mentions (“In my opinion,” “I think that”)
5. Engagement markers (we, you, questions, direct address)

Swales and Feak (2012). Academic Writing for Graduate Students, 
Ch. 6.



Where are you in the text?
Evaluative language

● “Useful,” “important,” “interesting” [all disciplines]
● “Clarity,” “accessibility” [social sciences]
● “Detailed,” up-to-date” [sciences]

Swales and Feak (2012). Academic Writing for Graduate Students, 
Ch. 6.



Style and citation
The way you cite others constitutes one aspect of writing style

● Novices summarize, defer, and allow their argument to be driven by what the 
sources say 

● Skilled writers use the sources to advance their own point/argument

What you do with the sources, how you talk about them, helps establish your 
authorial presence.



Why cite? Swales and Feak
1. Acknowledge IP of earlier authors.
2. Show respect for previous scholars.
3. Give your arguments more authority.
4. Promote the work of friends and colleagues.
5. Show membership in a disciplinary community.

Most important reason: Perceived relevance.



Citation Purpose? Introduction
While research over the past decade or two has described the set of writing 

assignments in particular nursing programs (e.g., Giminez, 2008, 2010; Lashley & 

Wittstadt, 1993; Rooda & Nardi, 1999; Zygmont & Schaefer, 2006), no studies to date 

have provided a complete picture of the extent to which nursing programs rely on English 

courses, general writing courses, or discipline-specific writing courses to help their 

students become proficient academic writers in their discipline.



Citation purpose? Introduction
Nonetheless, as Troxler, Jacobson Vann, and Oermann (2011) conclude, writing is a 

critical skill for nurses, and as such, nursing programs have an obligation to ensure that 

nursing students are taught how to write well.



Citation purpose? Literature review section
Accounts of curricular change in nursing programs guided by WAC principles include 

those of Lashley and Wittstadt (1993), who described how an analysis of the cognitive 

demands of written assignments led to changes in the design and sequencing of writing 

assignments in their program;



Citation purpose? Results section
 ACWR 303 course materials include a focus on writing in nursing, examples drawn 

from nursing students’ papers, and an information search tutorial (WISPR) based on the 

work of Khulthau (1997) and tailored for the needs of nursing students (Hayden, 

Rutherford, & Pival, 2011; Rutherford, Hayden, & Pival, 2006). 



Where do citations occur in pharmacy?



What role do visuals play?
Proof? Knowledge claims?

Clarification?

Illustrate?

Decorate?

Novelty of research?

Role of captions



Titles
Topical: Examining the “Killer K” of Diabetic Ketacidosis at a Tertiary Care 
Hospital: An Exploratory Study”

Argumentative: “Genetic and Pharmacological Inhibition of Malonyl CoA 
Decarboxylase Does Not Exacerbate Age-Related Insulin Resistance in Mice”
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